What he means here seems to be a criticism on so called "Zen snobism " in the western world. In his present book, he mentions that such snobism might be caused by Dr. Suzuki' fault by which he explained Satori Enlightenment psycologically as " the insight in the unconciousness"
(eine Einsicht in das Unewulte) to make Zen Buddhism to be more familiar with western people and thus has Zen Buddhism secularized. Benz's criticism seems to me to be quite meaningful when we see the dialogue between Dr. C. G. Yung and Dr. S. Hisamatsu on " the Unconciousness (3) and the No-mind in Zen ". Because in the whole process of the talking, we do not see any point where two scholar's notions meet, and from this fact I understand that Zen Buddhism can not be interpreted by modern psycology no matter how Dr. Yung asserts that only modern psycology can be possible to understand Satori (die moderne Psychologie allein im- (4) stande sei, das Streben nach satori zu verstehen).
Zen Buddhism, at any
2)" Zen in and help on the path 8 can be adopted without giving up one's Western religion 9 involves a philosophy which is compatible with Western thought: " nondualism " without " monism "; the actuality of egolessness ; " a God beyond the God of theism "; the reality of wisdom; " compasion " s prime virture.; a " naturali sm " without materialism
As a student of the other religion, we have to be "impercial ". The world " impercial ", according to Prof. W. C. Smith, does not mean to be a secular rationalist who does not belong to any religion, but to be a keen seeker of particular religion and yet sincere student , of the other religion. In this point, the past Zen student-was too much either to be rational thinker or to be dogmatic. In fact, in Zen Buddhism, to be scholar and to be monk can not co-exist because of its paradoxical characteristic.
Now we Zen-students have to be awaken to be Bodhisattva whose final purpose of religious practice is not to attain Satori Enlightenment and be a Buddha, but to keep his vow eternally both to attain Satori and to save the other. Here we will find the possiblity to be a member of the encounter of world religions.
Last of all, I will point out one of good example of the field where personal encounter of world religions is being practised. It is Pendle Hill, Wallingford, Pa, U. S. A which is Quaker center for, religious study and practice. Every year, it has approximately fifty residents who come from all over the world and represent various sects or denominations, and those people are given very warm experiences of encounter with different people through the communistic life. We have to make utmost effort to establish such a field of encounter everywhere in comming future.
-It, is my great pleasure to announce that Zen Bunka Kenkyusho, the institute for Zen study and practice, has been established at Hanazono
College, Ukyo-ku, ' Kyoto, Japan on November 20th, 1963. I hope this institute will accomplish its purpose in the presentation of it's place for the world people to encounter each other as it declares.
